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Early Falke brochures reveal new info
September 6 2010 at 11:59 PM

 Garvin  (Premier Login Garvin2)
 Owner

A former Mayer & Grammelspacher employee, Kurt, who has generously provided some great materials for the vintage Diana forum, has also very kindly sent me scans of two extraordinary
Falke brochures. 

  
The brochures have date stamps (presumably when received) on the front covers of April 23rd 1951 and March 24th 1952 respectively. 
 
Both are a single sheet, folded to make four pages and both have a plain final page with the Falke falcon logo and the printer's name. 

  
These dates make them the oldest brochures yet known. What is most interesting is that the 1951 brochure covers the Falke 33 pistol and rifle models 10 to 70a but makes no mention of
the underlevers 80 and 90. 

  
The brochure carrying the date stamp 1952 reveals a fact that as far I am aware is completely new information - namely that the underlevers were launched after the rest of the Falke
range and apparently quite some time after airgun production at the factory had begun. 

  
Up to now the earliest Falke document I had seen was a March 1952 price list, which included the mods 80 and 90. All the brochures in the resources section dated from 1953 or later and
of course advertised the full Falke range. 

  
On the front page of the '52 brochure is a strapline boasting of "The new Falke air rifles - with fixed barrel and diopter" The model 80 is "high performance" and the model 90 "for sport and
championship [competition?]" 

  
The illustration of the Falke 80 on the front has several fascinating features, which I will address in another post.
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 Chuck Jordan
 (Login chuckjordan2)

 Vintage Diana forum moderator

More great history September 7 2010, 1:12 AM 

 
The Falke model 90 looks appeasing with the Meisterschaft! 
 
It looks like the better schaftkappe on the model 90 was new (compared to the model 80). 

  
Thank you, this is great historical information.

  
Chuck
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 Frakor
 (Login rokarf)

 Falke Forum moderators

Very good info ! reminds .............. September 7 2010, 2:49 PM 

 
me of NOT believing EVERY brochure we encounter. 

 Did you notice the "FALKE" emblem on the RHS of the fore end ? 
 My gun have the emblem on the LHS ONLY ............. 

  
I will leave it to you to disclose ALL the differences. LOL LOL 

  
-------------------- 

 Frank
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Yes Frank, but that's nothing new. September 7 2010, 3:05 PM 

 
Even in 1957 they were showing the emblem on the RHS.... LOL. 

  
http://www.network54.com/Forum/642126/thread/1240855054/last-1240855054 
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